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Abstract-Three
computational rules are sufficient to generate model cortical maps that simulate the interrelated
structure of cortical ocular dominance and orientation columns: a noise input. a spatial band passfilter. and competitive
normalization across all feature dimensions. The data of Blasdel from optical imaging experiments reveal cortical
map fractures, singularities. and linear zones that are fit by the model. In particular. singularities in orientation
preference tend to occur in the centers of ocular dominance columns, and orientation contours tend to intersect ocular
dominance columns at right angles. The model embodies a universal computational substrate that all models of
cortical map development and adult function need to realize in some form.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Since the classical work of Hubel and Wiesel (1974)
many experimental neurobiologistshave studied how
two key structural attributes of striate visual cortex
(VI) developin the neonate and are functionally organized in the adult. These attributes are the ocular
dominance columns in which visual inputs from the
left and right eyesarejuxtaposedto facilitate binocular
vision, and the orientation columns in which oriented
edges,textures,and shadingin an image can selectively
activate somecells more than others. The anatomical
coordination of theseattributes wasfirst conceptualized
in the hypercolumnmodel ofHubel and Wiesel( 1974).
Much subsequentexperimental work has revealed a
complex organizationof theseinterwovenattributes of
ocular dominance and orientation selectivity,one that
includes a mesh of singularities, fractures, and linear
zones. Blasdel (1992a,b) has described five general
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characteristics of ocular dominance and orientation
maps:
1. there exist regions of smooth changein orientation
preference(linear zones);
2. there exist rapid changesin orientation along one
direction (fractures);
3. there exist regions at the centersof swirls of orientation preferencein which all orientation preferences
are present(singularities);
4. singularities tend to lie within the centers of the
ocular dominance columns; and
5. linear zonesintersectthe edgesof ocular dominance
columns nearly orthogonally.
Figure 1 shows each of these five characteristics in a
map of orientation preferenceand ocular dominance
columns obtained by optical dye recordings.
Ocular dominancecolumns in V 1 havebeenstudied
extensivelyin macaquemonkeys with a wide variety
of techniques. These methods include anatomical
staining of the cortical afferentsfrom one eye (Hubel,
Wiesel,& LeVay,1977); imagingthe differential uptake
of 2-deoxYglucose(200) in responseto monocular
stimulation (Hubel, Wiesel, & Stryker, 1978; Humphrey & Hendrickson, 1983;Tootel, Hamilton, Silverman, & Switkes, 1988); tracing retinal-cortical connectivity by injecting [ 3H] proline into one eye (LeVay,
Connolly, Houde, & Van Essen,1985); and optical dye
recordingsof cortical responseto monocular stimulation (Blasdel, 1992a,b;Blasdel& Salama, 1986;Obermayer& Blasdel, 1993). These studiesreveal qualita-
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FIGURE 1. Characteristics
of orientation and ocular dominance maps, revealed by optical imaging. Five key properties of cortical
maps are illustrated: 1. regions of smooth change in orientation preference (linear zones); 2. regions in which orientatioln chan~les
rapidly along one direction (fractures); 3. regions at the center of swirls of orientation where all orientations are present (singularitie!s);
4. singularities tend to lie within the centers of ocular dominance columns; 5. linear zones tend to intersect ocular dlominance
columns nearly orthogonally.
ReprintE~d with permission from Obermayer and Blasdel (1993).

tively and quantitatively similar observations of the
columnar organization of eye preferencecolumns.
Prim~te ocular dominance columns appear organized in long fairly regular bands or stripes. Stripes
correspondingto regionsof high preferencefor the right
eye are interdigitated with stripes preferring the left
eye. Although thesestripesappearto havesomeglobal
order,theyare not perfectlyuniform structures.Instead
individual stripes exhibit many branchesand "blind
endings"(LeVay, Hubel,& Wiesel, 1975).Nevertheless,
the stripes are sufficiently regular that it is sensibleto
compute the averagestripe width. Hube1 et al. ( 1977)
estimatedthe width of a singlestripe (which subserves
a single eye) to be about 300-450 11m.In their 2OG
study, Hubel, et al. (1978) corroborate this estimate.
Using reconstructionsof [ 3H]proline injectionsstudies,
LeVay et al. ( 1985) report the slightly larger estimate
of the width of a pair of stripesas 880 11m.Optical dye
measurementsconfirm that the width of a pair of columns is on the order of822 microns (Blasdel.& Salama,
1986;Blasdel, 1992a,b;Obermayer& Blasdel, 1993).

In the macaque,Hubel and Wiesel (1974) estimate
that orientation preferencechangesat a rate of about
2810/mm. This correspondsto a range of about 640
,urnfor a full sweepthrough 1800of preference.Studying 2OG uptake within macaqueprimary visual cortex
in responseto vertical stripes,Hubel et al. ( 1978)found
a pattern of roughlyinterdigitated"swirling stripeswith
many bifurcations and blind endings" that are similar
to the ocular dominancecolumns, but are lessregular.
They estimatethat a pair Qfstripessubtendsa cortical
distanceof about 570 ,urn.Stimulating with alternating
horizontal and vertical lines reducesthe spacingof the
patchesby a factor of 2 which confirms the notion that
there are distinct spatial representations of different
orientations on the cortical surface.
Optical dye recordings of macaque cortex (Blasdel
& Salama, 1986;Blasdel,1992a,b;Obermayer& Blasdel, 1993) confirm the earlier estimatesof orientation
column size.They find that the typical spacingbetween
regionsof similar orientation ( or more technically, the
dominant wavelengthin the imagesof orientation pref-
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erence)is about 679 JLm.This value is quite close to
the values estimated earlier from electrophysiological
and 200 studies. In addition to a confirmation of the
size of the orientation columns, the optical dye recordings revealthe overallstructure of orientation columns
in monkey cortex. Orientation preference columns
seemto be arranged in a "pinwheel" pattern around
centerswith little or no orientation selectivity.Application of a gradient operator to these imagesreveals
the existenceof regions of rapid orientation change,or
"fractures," which tend to connectneighboringcenters.
2. NEURAL NETWORK MODELS
This explosion of neural data has led to a correspondingly vigorous developmentof neural network models
to simulate and explain them. Grossberg (1972,
1976a,b),von derMalsburg( 1973),andWillshawand
von der Malsburg (1976) introduced key associative
and competitive mechanismsfor map formation, followed by a rapidly increasingnumber of contributions
in the 1980sand beyond by Bienenstock,Cooper,and
Munro (1982), Kohonen(1989), Linsker( 1986),and
others(seeTable 1). Thesemodelshavetendedto mix
two goals:to understandthe functional organizationof
columnar structures in primate visual cortex, and to
understand how this columnar organization forms
through a self-organizingdevelopmentalprocess.
Although eachof theseneural modelssharesa number of featuresin common, suchasassociativelearning
and competitive decisionrules, their very numbersand
continued proliferation indicates that no one model
has yet definitively been accepted. To facilitate this
process,the presentarticle identifies three computational propertiesthat all modelsneedto possessin order
to explain data concerningthe adult organization of
ocular dominance and orientation columns. These
propertiesidentify a universalcomputational substrate
that all neural models of thesestructures must satisfy.
In their simplest form, the three computational
propertiesare: a sourceof noise that energizesthe map
formation process;a spatialband passfilter that organizes the noise into a spatial map structure; and a nor-

malization rule that constrains how multiple visual
featuresare competitively allocated acrossthe two-dimensionalmap surface.Theserules extendthe key observation of Rojer and Schwartz ( 1990) that the first
two rules may be used to generatethe map structure
of ocular dominance columns, and the related insight
of Erwin, Obermayer,and Schulten( 1992) that neural
models of cortical maps possessring-shaped Fourier
power spectra, given isotropic connection rules. Normalization of cortical responsehas beenconsideredin
a somewhat different context (Swindale, 1992b).
Swindaleinvestigatedthe extentto which model cortex
(Swindale, 1992a)minimizes the local variation in the
activity of a cortical region. Table 2 showshow various
neural models realize thesethree mapping rules.
Takentogether,the three rules allow us to simulate
the spatial organization of both cortical ocular dominancecolumnsand orientationcolumns,as well as their
mutual overlap,asthesepropertieshave beenrevealed
by experimentusing optical imagingtechniques(Blasdel, 1992a,b;Obermayer& Blasdel, 1993).
Another classof modelsthat can account for pattern
formation in biological systemsare reaction-diffusion
(RD) equations(Turing, 1952). RD equationsdefine
the time derivative of the concentration of a particular
morphogenC(x, y) as
dC=
n2u2rdt
-'

hr+

R

(1)

wherea is the diffusionrate constant,b is the dissipation
rate constant,and R is the reaction function governing
C and maydependon the concentrationsof other morphogensin the system. Witkin and Kass ( 1991) note
that when the effects of R are small, the solution to
abovethe differential equation is a convolution of the
initial stateof C with a Differenceof Gaussians(DOG):
C/+",(x, y) = Cto(x, y) tg}G",.

(2)

A similar result was used by Swindale (1980) in his
modelof ocular dominancecolumn formation. Because
a convolution with a DOG is a specialcaseof a band
passfilter, solutions to theseRD equations amount to
band passfiltered versionsof the initial concentration

TABLE 1
Some Neural Models of Column Formation

Author

Additional Assumptions

Simulations Show

Grossberg (1976a,b)
Linsker (1986)
Meinhardt and Gierer (1974)
Miller (1992,1994)
Miller et al. (1989)
Obermayer et al. (1992)
Swindale (1992a)
von der Malsburg (1973)

Line segments as input
None
None
Nonea
Noneb
Initial orientation selectivity
Initial orientation selectivity
Line segments as input

Orientation map
Orientation selectivity
General pattern formation
Orientation map
Ocular dominance map
Orientation and ocular dominance maps
Orientation and ocular dominance maps
Orientation map

.Miller's model demands on-center and off-center "Mexican-hat" filters of random inputs.
bThe input is not completely random: there exists same-eye correlation and anticorrelation.
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TABLE 2
Mechanisms

Author

That Realize

Noise Source

Map Formation

Rules

Band Pass Filter

Normalization

Grossberg (1976a,b)

Grossberg and
Olson (1994)
Linsker (1986)

Initial orientation preference,
eye preference
Initial weights, random
(uncorrelated input)

Meinhardt and Gierer
(1974)

Initial responses

Miller (1992, 1994)

Initial weights

Miller et al. (1989)

Initial weights

Obermayer et al.
(1992)
Rojer and Schwartz
(1990)
Swindale (1992a)

Initial orientation preference.
eye preference
Initial responses

Turing (1952)

Initial state of system

van der Malsburg
(1973)

Strength of afferents to
excitatory cells

Initial orientation preference,
eye preference

Explicit
Low pass (preferential short
range connections from
one layer to the next);
learning rule generates
positive and negative
weights
Lateral inhibition + shortrange autocatalytic
activation
DOG input filter, DOG
cortical interaction
function
Short-range correlated
firing, longer-range
uncorrelated firing; DOG
cortical interaction
function
Local excitation, longer
range inhibition
Explicit
Map changes proportional
to map convolved with
DOG
Band pass filter is a
solution for RD equation
with negligible reaction
component
Excitatory and inhibitory
cells. Longer range
connections from
inhibitory cells

distribution. As long asthe effectsof the reaction term
is small,the RD model of column formation is identical
to the bandpassfilter model of column formation (Rojer
& Schwartz, 1990).
The relationship betweenRD equationsand neural
network modelswas noted by Grossberg(1976a). He
pointed out that the two classesof models are computationally equivalent,and that this similarity, among
other properties, can help to explain the smooth transition betweenprenataland postnataldevelopmentand
learning(also seeKandel & O'Dell, 1992). Equivalent
computations may thus be performed by either chemical or neural systemsand both typesof systemsexhibit
properties of a band passfilter.

3. BAND PASS FILTERS
At leastthree different forms of band pass filters, the
GR filter, the DOG filter, and the ideal filter, are sufficient to generatethe desiredresults.Thesefilters may

Bound weights
and 1

between

-1

Implicit bounded growth of

response
Limit or fix total synaptic
strength
Limit or fix total synaptic
strength

Learning law tends to
normalize

No
Limits on dominant values,
orientation vectors;
competition
Limit to maximum morphogen
concentrations

Explicit weight normalization

be multiplied with images in the Fourier domain to
effecta computationidentical to convolution with their
spatial kernels.
The GaussianRing (GR) filter is defined in the frequencydomain, as in Rojer and Schwartz ( 1990), as
a Gaussian-shapedpassband of standard deviation s,
centeredat mean frequencylJJ:
GR(x) = e-«x-.,)2/s2).

(3)

The DOG filter, defined by the convolution kernel
h(x, y) = e-{(X2+y2)/2S~}
-e-{(X2+y2)/2s~}

in the spatialdomain,becomes
DOG(x,

y) = 21r( s~e-(..~..;)/2-("~";)/2
22

22

)

-s~e-(S2"'x)/2-(S2"'y)/2

(4 )

in the Fourier domain. The ideal filter is simply a step
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a)
FIGURE 2. Cross sections
spatial

frequency

b)

of the three band pass filters, averaged

The power

of each filter as a function

of

is shown. (a) GR filter, (b) DOG filter, (c) ideal filter.

function that passesonly spatial frequencies that lie
within 15of the mean frequency(I):
Ideal(x) =

[1

iflx-"'1

<fI

4. COMPEnTlVE NORMALIZATION
ACROSS FEATURE DIMENSIONS
A competitive normalization property is found, either
explicitly or implicitly, in each of the neural network
modelssketchedabove.The models of Linsker ( 1986),
Miller, Keller, and Stryker ( 1989), and von der Malsburg (1973) include explicit normalization of the
adaptive weights that undergo learning. Grossberg
(1976a,b),Grossbergand Kuperstein(1986), Kohonen
( 1989), and Obermayer,Blasdel,and Schulten( 1992)
presentmodels that obtain normalization as an emergent network property due to the action of lateral inhibition. Normalization is necessaryto prevent unbounded weight growth and helpsthe network to learn
a feature map in a stableway.
A normalization constraint can be rationalized in
higherdimensionalsystemsif the variousfeature inputs
or "dimensions" interact via a massaction or shunting
competitiveinteraction (Grossberg,1973).Competitive
normalization is shown below to generatea key relationship in the physiological data (Blasdel, 1992a,b):
spatialloci that correspondto largevaluesof onedimen-

(5)

0 otherwise.
Figure 2 illustrates the filters defined by eqns (3 )- (5 )
with parameterschosento emphasizetheir similarity.
Thesefigures are the averagecross sectionsof each of
the filters, computed directly from their digital image
representations.Due to the discretization of the digital
image, the averagecross sectionof the ideal filter does
not closelyresemblethe step function by which it was
defined. The circular annulus described by eqn (5)
cannot be preciselyrepresentedby a discrete rectangular array.
Figure 3 showsthe result of applying eachband pass
filter to the same noise source. Band passfilters that
closelyresembleone another in the frequencydomain
thus have a similar effect on noise. The DOG filter is
of particular interestbecauseDOG filters and their approximationsare usedto carry out competitivedecision
making in essentiallyall the neural network models.

a)
FIGURE 3. Application

ideal filter.

c)
over all directions.

b)

of each of the band pass filters to an initial two-dimensional

c)
noise image.

(a) GR filter, (b) DOG filter,

(c)
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sion correspond to small values of the competing dimension(s). This relationship is expressed by the
following equation:

X3

n

l' A(Xk) = K

(6)

k-1

whereeachfunctionik(x) is an increasingfunctionof
x, and Kis the maximumresponse.
5. SIMULATIONS OF CORflCAL MAPS
To simulate cortical maps of orientation and ocular
dominance columns we let the number of dimensions
n = 3, selectthe transfer function
fk(x) = x2,

(7)

and chooseK = 1. By eqns (6) and (7),
xi + x~ + x~ = 1

(8)

which is equivalent to requiring each vector (XI, X2,
X3) to lie on the unit sphere. Using these parameters
we generatesimulated cortical maps with the following
procedure(depicted graphically in Figure 4):
.Select two maps of uniformly distributed angles

FIGURE 5. Two angles a and {J uniquely determine
(x" x2, x3) on the surface of the unit sphere.

(a, (3) which together uniquely determine a single
point on the surface of the unit sphere (see Figure 5).
.Coordinates (a, (3)correspondto coordinatesXI, X2,
and X3 such that
XI = COSIXcos fJ; X2 = sin IXcos fJ; X3 = sin fJ

(9)

on the unit sphere(8).
.Each image XI' X2, and X3 is band pass filtered to
yield simulated responsemapsYl' Y2,and Y3' Specifically, each image Xi is transformed into the frequencydomain with a fast Fourier transform (FFT),
multiplied by the annular-shapedtwo-dimensional
band passfilter, and transformedbackinto the spatial
domain using the inverseFFT. As indicated by the
vertical line in Figure 4, there are separatemodules
for computing ocular dominance and orientation
maps. Relaxing the initial constraint that the same
filter be used for both systemsallows richer model
characteristicsand closerfits with physiologicaldata.
.We interpret these maps much as Blasdel (1992b)
interpreted his physiological data of visual cortex.
We take YI and Y2to representorientation preference
and orientation selectivity. At a unique horizontal
and vertical position there existsa singlescalarvalue
(pixel) in each of the YI and Y2maps, YI(h, v), and
Y2(h,v). The magnitude of the 2-dimensional vector
[Yl(h, v), Y2(h, v)],

a)

b)

..c)

M(h,

d)

a vector

Orientatioo
Pref~nce
(phase/2)

Orientation
Selectivity
(Magnitude)

Ocular
Dominance

FIGURE 4. (a) Two maps of random angles (a and fJ) uniquely
determine a map of vectors on the unit sphere. (b) The Cartesian coordinates (x1, X2, x3) of each vector are computed from
the maps of a and fl. (c) A spatial band pass filter is applied
to each of the coordinate maps to generate maps of simulated
response vectors (y" Y2' Y3). (d) Maps y, and Y2are combined
to yield maps of orientation preference and orientation selectivitYi map Y3is interpreted as ocular dominance.

v) = VY1(h, V)2 + Y2(h, V)2

(10)

representsorientation selectivityat a givenposition,
and half of the angleof the vector,
6(h, v) = angie(y(h, v»

(11)

where
(12)
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representsorientation preference.We restrict the angleto lie between-1r / 2 and 1r/ 2 becauseorientation
preferenceis defined only on this range.
.The final map of eye dominance, E, is represented
bYY3:
E(h, v) = Y3(h, v)

(13)

Positive values of E(h, v) representpreference for
one eye,and negativevaluesrepresentpreferencefor
the other eye.Values of E(h, v) near 0 representan
absenceof eyepreference.

6. SIMULATIONS WITH THE SAME
FILTER FOR ORIENTATION AND
OCULAR DOMINANCE
In order to study this model in some detail, we begin
with the restriction that the same filter is applied to all
three random maps Xi. We will discuss the strengths
and limitations of the model under this restriction before relaxing the constraint to encompass more realistic
cases. Figure 6a shows a simulated ocular dominance
map. The range [-1, 1] of the E map is shown as a
grey-scale image. Light regions correspond to map values near 1 and to regions that "prefer" input from one
eye. By contrast dark regions correspond to map values
near -1 and to regions that prefer input from the other
eye. Grey regions correspond to values near 0 and prefer
input from neither eye.
The binocularity map, shown in Figure 6b, is generated by taking the absolute value of each element of

a)
FIGURE 6. Two-dimensional
maps generated
dominance map Y3. Dark regions correspond
(b) Simulated binocularity map, absolute value
light regions to preference for one eye or the

the ocular dominance map. Thus regions with values
near 0 in the binocularity map correspond to regions
that prefer neither eye,and regions with valuesnear 1
in the binocularity map correspondto regionsthat prefer one eye or the other. This map in the range of
[0, 1] is once again shownas a grey-scaleimage. Light
regions showpreferenceto one eye or the other (monocular regions), and dark regions representapproximatelyequal responseto eithereye(binocular regions).
Figure 7 showssimulated maps of orientation selectivity. As describedabove,this map is constructed from
the magnitude of the vector [y,(h, v), Y2(h, v)] for
each position (h, v) in the band passfiltered maps y,
and Y2.Regions with small vector magnitudes correspond to areasof low selectivity: regions that respond
equally well to many different orientations. In the orientation selectivity map image these regions are represented as dark regions. Regions with large vector
magnitudescorrespondto areasof high selectivity,and
thesesharplytuned regionsare representedas light regions in the orientation selectivity map.
One-half of the angle of the vector [y,(h, v),
Y2(h, v)] representsorientation preferencein our simulations. Contours of isoorientation preference of a
simulated orientation preference map are shown in
Figure 8. Notice that this map is qualitatively similar
to contour maps of physiologicallymeasuredorientation preference,shown in Figure 1. Like the observed
map, the simulated map possesses
singularities, fractures, and linear zones.
Comparethe maps in Figures6-8. Notice the qualitative similarity betweenthese figures and those of

b)
by applying GR filter to normalized random map X3 (see text). (a) Simulated ocular
to preference for one eye, light regions to preference for the other eye (see text).
of map Y3. Dark regions correspond to preference for neither eye (binocular regions),
other.
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We thereforehavea map of orientation gradient vectors
V8(h, v).

(16)

.Compute the gradient of the ocular dominance
map, resulting in a similar map of ocular dominance
gradient vectors
\1E(h, v).

(17)

.Locally averageboth gradient maps over a "biologically significant" regionwith radius 100JI,m.This
appropriate averagingradius for the simulated maps
is obtained by requiring that the ratios of the averaging sizesand the averageperiodicities in the simulated and observedmaps be equal. Thus
x
.,
40 pixels

FIGURE 7. Simulated orientation selectivity map extracted from
GR-filtered maps. Orientation selectivity is defined as the magnitude of each two-dimensional
vector in the map (y" Y2). Light
regions represent areas of high !;electivity, and dark regions
represent low selectivity.

physiologicallymeasuredmaps.In particular notice the
existencein the simulatedmaps of the featuresofphysiological mapsidentified earlier:linear zones,fractures,
and singularities. In addition note that the singularities
in the orientation preferencemap tend to correspond
to the centers of the ocular dominance columns, as
shownin Figure 9. This is equivalentto the observation
that the singularities in the orientation preferencemap
tend to correlatewith regionsof low binocularity. These
qualitative features of these maps are not dependent
upon the specificband passfilter used.Our simulations
showthat simulatedcortical mapsgeneratedwith either
the GR filter or the ideal filter are qualitatively similar
to the maps shownabove.
The fifth property identified by Obermayer and
Blasdel( 1993) is the tendency of isoorientation contours to intersect ocular dominance contours at right
angles.Figure 9 showssimulated orientation contours
plotted along with the borders of the simulated ocular
dominancecolumns. By inspectionalone, it is unclear
if the tendencyobservedby Obermayerand Blasdelis
present in the simulated maps as well. In order to
quantify this relationship, we compute the angle of intersectionof the mapsfollowing the procedureoutlined
by Obermayerand Blasdel:
.Compute the gradient of the orientation map (also
a map). At each position in the map the gradient of
orientationis a vectordefinedby its two components:
V8(h,

v) = 8(h + I, v) -8(h

V82(h, v) = 8(h, v + 1) -8(h,

-I,
v-I),

v)

(14 )
(15)

=

lOOJI,m

700 p.m

"O'
\10J

which showsthat the averagingradius for the simulated maps should be apprbximately 6 pixels. Maps
of averagedgradient vectors
-yr£J(h,v), yrE(h, v)

(19)

are herebyobtained.
.Define poP, after Obermayerand Blasdel( 1993), as
the magnitude of the orientation gradient vector,
normalized acrossthe entire map:
poP = I YVB;2 + V8;21.

(20)

.Subtract the averagedmap of orientation gradient
from the averagedmap of ocular dominancegradient
to yield a map of angularintersection:

fracture

singularity

linear zone
FIGURE 8. Simulated orientation preference map extr21cted from
GR-filtered maps. Orientation preference is defined as half the
angle determined by each two-dimensional
vector in the map
(YI, Y2). Contour lines are drawn along regions of constant
orientation. Examples of a singularity, a fracture, and a linear
zone are identified.
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FIGURE 9. Simulated orientatiolrl preference contours superimposed on simulated ocular dominance column boundarie~; (generated
with an isotropic filter) do not demonstrate a striking tendency of the contours to intersect the boundaries at right singles. Solid
lines show isoorientation contours, dashed lines show boundaries of ocular dominance columns.

--

'Y(h, v) = angle(V8(h,v)) -angle(V E(h, v).

(21)

To examine the angle of intersection at different
subregionsof the simulated maps,the measureof parallelism poP,defined above,is usedto divide the maps
into five regions.poP is small in regionswhere there is
a significant "disagreement" of preferred orientation,
and is close to 1.0 in regions where orientation preferencesline up with one another.
Figure 10 showsthe distribution of poP. There is
obviously a significantbias toward lowervalues,which
translates to a decreasedlikelihood of strong local
"agreement" in the orientation gradient map. Figure
11 showsthe distribution of anglesof intersectionbetween ocular dominance and orientation gradients,
'Y(h, v), for different values of poP. In contrastto the
physiologicalmaps, which showa tendencyfor orthogonal intersection of orientation and ocular dominance
gradients, the maps generatedby the band pass filter
model underthe restriction of identical orientation and
ocular dominance filters show an even distribution of
intersectionangle.

7. SIMULATIONS WITH ISOTROPIC
ORIENTATION FILTER AND
ANISOTROPIC OCULAR
DOMINANCE FILTER
The restrictedmodelis ableto accountfor the existence
of four of the five key qualitative properties of orientation and ocular dominancemaps,as describedabove.
However,using an isotropic filter to generatea model
ocular dominance map resultsin a patchy ocular dominance map, rather than a stripe-like map as seen in
the physiological maps. The physiologically observed
propertyis alsoobtained by replacingthe isotropic filter
that generatesthe ocular dominance map with an anisotropic filter.
An anisotropic filter was generatedby multiplying
the annular isotropic filter by a one-dimensional
Gaussian:
AN(x, y) = DOG(x, y)e-SY

(22)

where the parameter s controls the anisotropy of the
filter. This results in a two-lobed filter rather than the
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0
pOP

1.0

FIGURE 10. Distribution of the (normalized)
magnitude of the
gradient of orientation preferenCE!. The bias toward smaller
values is not echoed in the physiological data.

annular isotropic filter. Applying the filter AN (x, y) to
the noise source, X3,as in Figure 4, results in stripelike map of ocular dominance, which closelyresembles
macaque ocular dominance maps (Figure 12). This
observation was first made by Rojer and Schwartz
( 1990)who demonstratedthat a wide variety of stripelike patternscould becreatedby varyingthe parameters
of the filter.
Not only does replacing the isotropic filter with an
anisotropic filter yield mapsthat more closelyresemble
the patterns observedin monkey cortex, but the previously discussedproblem of the orthogonal intersection of orientation and ocular dominance contours is
alleviatedas well. Figure 13demonstratesthe marked
tendencyof orthogonal intersectionfor different values
of poP. This tendency is especiallypronounced for
higher values of poP, just as is the casein the physiologicallyobservedmaps.Thus it seemsthat orthogonal
intersection emerges from anisotropy in the ocular
dominance map.

8. DISCUSSION
All of the properties of orientation and ocular dominance maps identified by Obermayer and Blasdel
( 1993)canbeaccountedfor by propertiesof the current
model. Thus the characteristics of the physiological
maps may be thought of asemergingfrom the dynamics
of a complex self-organizingsystemthat embody the
initial disorder,normalization, and filtering properties
of the current model.
Singularitiesare determined by the topology of the
interaction of all three components.The Xl andx2 maps
are selectedfrom orthogonal componentsof a map of
random angles.After filtering, high spatial frequencies
are removed,resultingin local spatialcorrelation.Thus
small regions that contain vectors with similar angles

will form sharplytuned regionsof a specificorientation
preferenceafter filtering. In contrast, vectors in small
regions with many different anglestend to cancelwith
one anotherasa resultof filtering, yieldingsmall regions
in whichthe vectorsall havesmallmagnitudeand many
orientations.In a contour plot of orientationpreference,
theseregions show up as singularities,and correspond
to regions of low orientation selectivity. Removal of
low frequenciesleads to a spatial anticorrelation of
slightly more distant regions,and increasesthe regularity of the spatial pattern.
Linear zones and fractures develop according to
similar principles. It is helpful to think about fractures
and linear zonesasthe endpoints of a continuum. Similar nearby regions in the initial angular map interact
to form regions in the final map with a range of rates
of spatial orientation change. Nearby regions with
slightly different orientation preferencesyield linear
zones.Nearby regions with drastically different initial
orientation preferenceform fractures. The initial distribution of angulardifferencesproducesthe wide range
of orientation changes,punctuated by linear zonesand
fractures, that is seenin simulated maps.
The physiologicallyobservedtendencyof orientation
preferencesingularities to lie at the centers of ocular
dominancecolumns is explained by the normalization
constraint. Vectors near the centers of ocular dominance columns havelargeY3coordinatesand small Yl
and Y2coordinates;vectorswith a small Y3coordinate
have [Yl, Y2]subvectorswith large magnitudes.Thus
vectors near the centersof orientation columns have
small orientation selectivity,a necessarycondition for
singularities in the orientation preferencemap. Conversely, vectors away from the centers of orientation
columns have larger orientation selectivity: therefore
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FIGURE 11. Distribution of the angle of intersectionl for five
ranges of poP. Simulated ocular dominance map was created
with an isotropic filter. No tendency toYlard orthogonal intersection is apparent.

Rulesfor the Cortical Map

singularities as a rule do not lie away from the centers
of the ocular dominance columns.
As describedabove, orientation contour lines run
between pairs of singularities. Becausesingularities
showa strong tendencyto line up with the centers of
ocular dominance columns, these contour lines are
constrainedto run from the centerof one ocular dominance column to the center of a neighboringcolumn,
or roughly alongthe centerline of a singleocular dominance column. It is not well understoodwhy the contours that connect orientation centersexhibit a preferencefor intersectingthe ocular dominancecontours
at right angles.However,the current model suggests
that orthogonal intersection property results from anisotropy in the map of ocular dominance. Basedupon
this model, we can make the prediction that isotropic
ocular dominance systems(such as those in the cat)
will not show a tendencytoward orthogonal intersection.
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ranges of pOP. Simulated ocular domlinance map 1Nas created
with an anisotropic filter. For larger values of poP there is a
distinct bias toward orthogonal inter!;ection, as in the physiologically observed maps.

9. CONCLUSION
This conceptuallyand computationally simple classof
models is capable of explaining the key observations
madeby physiologicalimaging of primary visual cortex
with 200 and optical recordings. The qualitative
structures of the orientation preference,orientation selectivity, and ocular dominancecolumns emerge,asdo
the observedtopographical relationships amongthese
maps.

FIGURE 12. Simulated ocular dominance stripes using an anisotropic filter. Continuous map has been thresholded to emphasize difference between eye preference stripes. Light regions represent preference for one eye, dark regions represent
preference for the other eye.

The similarity betweenthe synthetic and the experimental mapssuggeststhat the cortex performs a band
passfilter of noiseand competitive normalizationacross
featuredimensions.Suchmechanismscould be due to
neural interactions.This is the type of explanationgiven
by all the neural network models reviewedabove. On
the otherhand, othertypes of mechanismswith similar
computational properties could also generatethe observedresults. In one of the articles that founded the
theory of self-organizingcortical feature maps, Grossberg (1976a) noted that model neural mechanismsof
postnatal feature map tuning share computational
properties with model morphogeneticmechanisms of
prenatal feature map formation. Thesecomputational
homologsenable postnatal map tuning to refine prenatally developedmaps in a computationally consistent
way. For example, in the morphogeneticmodels, morphogenscooperateand compete amongcells that obey
mass action reaction-diffusion equations, thereby
achievingcompetitive normalization. In addition, feature tuning by postnatal mechanisms of activity-dependentsynapticmodification obeymathematicalrules
like those that model prenatal growth of intercellular
connections.Similar morphogeneticsignalsand growth
rules are also capable of modeling a variety of nonneural developmentaldata (Grossberg, 1978).
Our simulation results suggestthat whatevercombination of geneticallyand environmentally controlled
mechanismsfor cortical mapping exists,it needsto incorporatecomputations that behavelike a noise input,
a spatialbandpassfilter, and competitive normalization
acrossfeaturedimensions.The computational similarity of neural and morphogenetic models also suggest
that some of these same properties may be sought in
examplesof nonneural morphogeneticmaps.
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